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INCOSE Focus on Evolving the Discipline

• Systems Engineering needs to evolve 
practices to address:

• Faster pace of change 
• Increasing complexity
• Affordable solutions
• Agile, adaptable, and resilient solutions
• Challenges of tomorrow

• Move SE to a cohesive discipline
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 Need to place emphasis on transforming our 
SE practices
– Model Based Systems Engineering / Digital 

Systems Models
– System of Systems / Complex Systems
– Agile Systems Engineering 
– Product Line Engineering
– Composable Architectures and Designs
– Resilient and Adaptable Systems 
– …February 28, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another key focus area is Evolving Our Discipline.     We need our systems engineering practices to be able to address change, increasing complexity, affordability, agility, and resilience.   



Trend: Increasing Complexity of Systems
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Presentation Notes
We have seen the complexity of our systems continue grow, and that is not expected to change.  In recent years, our systems have had exponential growth in their functionality, as well as being much more interactive and interconnected.  As an example, look at the functionality in the typical smart phone today versus a personal computer in the late 80’s.  Additionally, that smart phone is interoperating with multiple systems at any one time, whereas the PC in the 1980’s was mostly used in a stand-alone mode. 



Trend: Increasing Rate of Technology Adoption

SE Vision 2025. Copyright © 2014 by INCOSE. All rights reserved.

“With technology infusion rates increasing, the pressure of time to 
market will also increase, yet customers will be expecting improved 
product functionality, aesthetics, operability, and overall value. “
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And the rate at which technology is now adopted and penetrating the market has had an amazing increase.  As you can see in the graph, over the past century, technology penetration has gone from 80-100 years to now only 10-30 years.  “With technology infusion rates increasing, the pressure of time to market will also increase, yet customers will be expecting improved product functionality, aesthetics, operability, and overall value. “



Trend: From Stand-Alone to Interconnected to IoT
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What Does SE Look Like in This Environment? (1)
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• Emergent Behavior is common
• Capabilities continue to evolve
• Learns and adapts to new needs

Dynamic, non-
deterministic, 
evolutionary

• Integrity, Availability, and Confidentiality (resistance to access)

Cybersecurity and 
assurance need to 

be integral, not 
“bolt-on”

• Current methods are inadequate for testing systems that learn and 
adapt

• Behavior changes as data and models are changed by system
• V&V needed throughout life cycle – especially when state changes

New approaches 
to V&V

February 28, 2018



What Does SE Look Like in This Environment? (2) 
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• Robust modeling and simulation capabilities are needed, but …
• How is M&S kept current and controlled when system learns and 

adapts?

Ongoing modeling 
and simulation 

challenges 

• Less human dependent, changing Rules of Engagement and 
Concept of Operations

• Changes to training and mission/business parameters

Ongoing 
operational 

changes 

• Much greater man-machine interface, and machine may have the 
leading role

• Need for skilled personnel at all lifecycle phases
• Adaptable workforce, as roles will change more quickly  - get past 

culture change issues

Changes required 
for a literate 
workforce

February 28, 2018



What Does SE Look Like in This Environment? (3) 
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• But at potential faster rates …
• “Tech watch” programs are necessary, but not sufficient

Technology will 
continue to 
influence

• Different “ownership” of the interacting systems (System of 
Systems issue)

• Control of the learning and changing system 
• Management of the changing operational areas
• Preventing unintended use or consequences 

Governance may 
present issues

February 28, 2018



Impacts from Technology Advances
• V&V methods/techniques – Building trust
• Managing models as technologies improve the system? E.g., Self-Adaptive 

changes
• Managing an evolving architecture – both from rapidly changing SW and 

self-adaptation
• Need for fast, robust data analysis
• Increased cyber threat – need for greater emphasis

February 28, 2018 9



Systems Engineering of the Future
Systems of Systems Challenges

NIST 2016 

Deterministic
Linear
Predictable

Non-deterministic
Evolutionary
Stochastic

Cyber-physical, complex adaptive, socio-technical systems:
Flows & conversions of energy, materials, signals/information
Transforming materials  objects  goods & services
Moving from programmed automation to autonomous systems
Applying deep learning and artificial intelligence

?f df Evolving application of systems engineering that enables 
us to leverage the new technologies that drive us fully 
into a dynamic, nondeterministic, and evolutionary 
environment 

Copyright 2014 International Council on Systems Engineering Creative Common Licenses“When the rate of external change exceeds the rate of internal change, the end of your business is in sight.”  
[Jack Welch]
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Context: The scale of complicated and complex systems & services continues to increase 
exponentially with intricate and often hidden interfaces & interrelationships, and 
operating in a dynamic and non-deterministic world. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart sets the context for the system environment and challenges we need to address for the future. Context: The scale of complicated and complex systems & services continues to increase exponentially with intricate and often hidden interfaces & interrelationships, and operating in a dynamic and non-deterministic world. We see a growing number of cyber-physical and complex adaptive systems … these have deeply intertwined physical and software components … exhibit multiple and distinct behavioral modalities … and interact with each other in a myriad of ways that change with context Also - Autonomous systems … will lead to new levels of complexity … and cause an evolving role for human operators ... They bring an adaptive capacity to learn from environment ... And require much higher levels of trustAnd throw in AI and deep learning ... And its gets more complex.------------current techniques for building intelligent machines lack ways of representing causal relationships … no obvious ways of of performing logical inferences ... long way from integrating abstract knowledge



Systems Engineering of the Future
A New Collaborative Initiative

• Imperative to address current and future systems challenges – “Adapt or be 
irrelevant”

• Intended Outcome – Evolving systems engineering that enables us to 
leverage the new technologies that drive us fully into a dynamic, 
nondeterministic, and evolutionary environment 

• Draft Framework:
• Define problem statement
• Define the challenges that are driving change
• Identify impacts to systems engineering
• Establish roadmaps matching systems

engineering capabilities to match the challenges
• Initiate actions, projects, research, benchmarking,

training/education, and communications – short term,
mid-term, and long-term

ISSS

Collaborating Organizations
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So, in conjunction with IW18, we held a strategy session with leaders across many key organizations in the industry – you can see the list of logos on the right side of the chart.  The imperative is simple – we need to address the current and future systems challenges or become irrelevant.  So this spurred the creation of a new initiative for “Systems Engineering of the Future”.  The intended outcome is as listed here, as well as the initial framework.  [CLICK] We need to be on the road to the Future!



Systems Engineering of the Future
A Systems World Perspective of Context

Environments

• Ecosystems– Natural & 
Artificial/Manmade

• Economical Environment
• Political Environment
• Health Environment

Technological 
Advances
• Artificial Intelligence (AI)
• Autonomy
• Big Data
• Internet of Things (IoT) / Smart 

Things
• Smart X (eg Smart Cities)
• Cloud Computing
• Ubiquitous Access to 

Information
• Power/Energy
• Augmented Virtual Reality
• Simulation/Stimulation
• Sustainment/Elegant Systems
• 3D Printing
• Cyber-Physical Systems
• Ability to find Unique (Old) via 

eBay, Amazon, etc

Domains

• Defense
• Space
• Healthcare
• Games – serious games
• Transportation
• Communications
• Information
• Consumer Electronics
• Public Policy
• Biomedical
• Housing

System Science & 
SE Foundations
• Processes, Methods & 

Guidelines
• Models & Tools
• Standards
• Tailoring  Guidance
• System Research & Theories

System Science &
SE Foundations

Technological
Advances

Environments

Domains
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the strategy session, on “SE of the Future”, the participants identified these lists of contextual considerations.  These include the evolving technological advances, domains, environments, and System Science & SE foundations.   



How You Can Get Involved
• Core Team

• Meets weekly 
• Requires representation of an major group
• Requires significant level of commitment

• Broader SE Team
• Meets Monthly
• Expected to be more than an interested party
• Review and input
• May be requested to lead actions

• Need an NDIA SED Liaison/Representative
• Initiative Lead and Primary POC

• Bill Miller (wdmiller220@gmail.com)  

February 28, 2018 13
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Plan to be with us in Washington DC  for 
IS2018!
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July 7 – 12, 2018
Grand Hyatt Washington

1000 H Street NW, Washington, DC 20001

February 28, 2018



Back-up Charts



Example: Recent technology adoption with 
increasing complexity

Credit: Steve Jurvetson, 2012.

• Autonomy / AI 
• Embedding into many of our systems 
• Driverless cars

• Uber - Pittsburgh
• Google – Palo Alto

• Deliveries
• Amazon
• Budweiser – Otto - Video

• Hotels (CNN)
• Google DeepMind
• Advanced Robotics (Sophia)
• DoD 

• Autonomous Learning Systems
• Human-machine Collaborative Decision Making
• Assisted Human Operations
• Advanced Manned-Unmanned System Operations
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Uber has recently released 100 driverless vehicles in PittsburghGoogle is testing self-driving cars in Palo AltoHotels with robotic room service and bell hops – increased room service and bookingsRobots pay themselves off very quickly – ~90 daysAmazon looking at autonomous deliveries with drones; Budweiser made first driverless delivery (120 miles between Ft Collins and Colorado Springs) on 10/25/16Google DeepMind – now can teach itself based on information it already possesses – e.g., given the basics of the London Underground – immediately worked to find additional routes and complicated relationships between routes.  Robot learned about the objects around it and was able to determine a table could be moved from its path.  DoD Autonomous learning systems – delegating decisions to machines when decisions need to be faster than human reaction timeHuman-machine Collaborative Decision Making – Exploiting advantages of both human and machine for better faster Human decisionsAssisted Human operations – for better performanceAdvanced Manned-Unmanned System OperationsCooperative operations, such as Smart swarms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98BIu9dpwHU
https://youtu.be/Qb0Kzb3haK8
https://youtu.be/b8IKfQLGIRQ
http://www.cnn.com/2016/03/17/hotels/hotels-robot-future-travel/
https://youtu.be/RBOKwqpIBqw
http://video.cnbc.com/gallery/?video=3000502094


Effects of 
Autonomy

February 28, 2018 17

Source: Paul Nielsen, “Systems Engineering and Autonomy: Opportunities and Challenges”, Keynote Presentation at INCOSE Symposium, July 2017 – used with permission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As highlighted by Paul Nielsen, CEO of the SEI, as the keynote of our International Symposium in Adelaide this year, Autonomy is having a profound impact and will drive many changes to what we do and how we do it.  



Effects of Autonomy - 2
• However, autonomy 

creates other issues
• Emergent behavior
• Continuous change 
• Human/machine interfaces
• How to do V&V
• Trust
• Attack vulnerabilities
• Unemployment
• Unintended changes to 

other businesses
• Ethics
• Issues from new interfaces
• Information overload
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Are we ready to deal with these new issues?  
February 28, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuous change to requirements, functional allocations, system, boundariesHuman/machine interfaces continue to change – may change during operation under certain conditions, such as human needing to take control, but under what indication?  How is the need to change determined and identified?Complexities of V&V Current problem: impossible to test all scenarios; what is good enough?Future problem: human acceptance and adoptionAutonomous systems will be vulnerableNormal software and system vulnerabilitiesMis-trainingSpoofingArticle by Bill Rouse in SMC Magazine, July 2017, described the impact on businesses from driverless cars.Loss of one of the insurance companies’ most profitable product linesMore driver services due to cost of carsReduction of $200B in healthcare costs from fewer accidentsReduction in organ donors by 25%Less service stationsNeed to learn to deal with changing requirements, dynamic functional allocations, changes in the system state (some unexpected), 



Example Issue: V&V - Trust
• Current problem: 

Impossible to test 
all scenarios; what 
is good enough?

• Future problem: 
Human 
acceptance and 
adoption

• Requires changing 
how we verify and 
validate to build 
the trust in the 
system

19Source: Defense Science Board Summer Study on Autonomy, June 2016February 28, 2018



Example: Internet of Things
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Image Source:http://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=eZHNT57P&id=D678C97F0774E3139912961989BFD0CF64A8B084&q=internet+of+things&simid=608031164206679336&selectedIndex=0&ajaxhist=0



Example: Systems of Systems Connectedness
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Image Source: http://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=vCGOQ8jR&id=987796C6840D77192F05A43588F4FC57A7C0A123&q=internet+of+things&simid=608039612412199103&selectedIndex=8&ajaxhist=0



Other technology trends in systems
• Brain-Machine Interface Systems
• Intelligent Systems, Intelligent Sensing, and 

Intelligent Learning in Systems
• Digital Engineering / Digital Twins
• Cognitive Computing 
• Applied Artificial Intelligence - Cognitive Assistants 

and Human Augmentation
• Interactive and Wearable Computing and Devices
• Cyber physical systems
• Biometrics, Bio-mechatronics, and Bio-robotics
• Augmented Reality / Virtual Reality
• Big Data and Data Analytics
• Cyber Resilient Systems
• … 22

Source: Kristen Baldwin, “Systems Engineering Opportunities”, SAE 2017 AeroTech Congress & Exhibition, 26 Sep 2017 – used with permission. 
February 28, 2018



Transforming Practices
• Collaborative Engineering
• Complex System Understanding
• System of Systems Engineering
• System Architecting for multiple viewpoints
• Composable Design
• Design for Resilience
• Design for Security – system integrity
• Decision Support
• Virtual Engineering and MBSE – part of the digital 

revolution
• Change of process implementation to address 

technology & application
• Tailoring and scaling practices for value

Source: SE Vision 2025.
Copyright © 2014 by INCOSE.

All rights reserved.
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System of Systems Engineering – dealing with interconnected systems – becoming essential - practically no relevant system today that is not part of a SoS.System Architecting – need to address the viewpoints of multiple stakeholders and develop solutions that can evolve as those viewpoints change. Composable Design – Intended to support rapid, agile and evolvable designs; leveraging reuse, reference architectures, and validated patterns to configure and integrate components into system solutions. Design for Resilience and Security - Design drivers such as cyber-security considerations and resilience need to be built into the solution from the beginning to produce more adaptable solutions.Collaborative Engineering – Integrating teams and organizations across all boundaries – use of automated workflows, data integration, and networked communications are among the critical elements. Decision Support  - methods will support more rapid analysis of a large number of alternative designs, and optimization of complex systems with multiple variables and uncertainty. Virtual Environment - will incorporate modeling, simulation, and visualization to support all aspects of systems engineering by enabling improved prediction and analysis of complex emergent behaviors. Change due to Technology – example autonomy / AIT&E, V&V – cannot test the envelope of operations, since these are self-learning and adaptable – cannot possibly test all combinations of operation, even not considering the self-learning aspectsNeed “vicious data sets” that are robust – consider instantaneous changes in the environmental factors – e.g., light and visibility along with line of sight. Complex System Understanding – Includes predicting and monitoring system health and emergent behaviors or undesirable states



Evolution is Needed

We need to be leaders in enabling this evolution

Deterministic
Linear
Predictable

Non-deterministic
Evolutionary
Stochastic

 Evolve our systems engineering approaches (processes, methods, 
tools, perspectives, …)

 Evolve our people

Alphabytesoup.wordpress.com

 Evolve our systems
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“When the rate of external change exceeds the rate of internal change, the end of your 
business is in sight.”  [Jack Welch]February 28, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evolve our systems … to provide the capabilities of the futureEvolve our SE approaches … to address the SE needed for the futureEvolve our people … to be able to implement the SE of the Future



Systems Engineering of the Future
A New Collaborative Initiative

• Imperative to address current and future systems challenges – “Adapt or be 
irrelevant”

• Intended Outcome – Evolving systems engineering that enables us to 
leverage the new technologies that drive us fully into a dynamic, 
nondeterministic, and evolutionary environment 

• Draft Framework:
• Define problem statement
• Define the challenges that are driving change
• Identify impacts to systems engineering
• Establish roadmaps matching systems

engineering capabilities to match the challenges
• Initiate actions, projects, research, benchmarking,

training/education, and communications – short term,
mid-term, and long-term

ISSS

Collaborating Organizations

February 28, 2018 25



SE Vision 2025 Copyright 
(for extracts from the Vision)

Copyright ©2014 by INCOSE, subject to the following restrictions: 
INCOSE use: Permission to reproduce this document and to prepare derivative works from 
this document for INCOSE use is granted provided this copyright notice is included with all 
reproductions and derivative works. 
External Use: This document may be shared or distributed to non-INCOSE third parties. 
Requests for permission to reproduce this document in whole are granted provided it is not 
altered in any way. 
Extracts for use in other works are permitted provided this copyright notice and 
INCOSE attribution are included with all reproductions; and, all uses including derivative 
works and commercial use, acquire additional permission for use of 
images unless indicated as a public image in the General Domain. 
Requests for permission to prepare derivative works of this document or any for 
commercial use will be denied unless covered by other formal agreements with INCOSE. 
Contact INCOSE Administration Office, 7670 Opportunity Rd., Suite 220, San Diego, CA 
92111-2222, USA. 
Service marks: The following service marks and registered marks are used in this document: 
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